Investigation of Interaction between Traffic Safety, Law Enforcement and Environment

the ISSUE

For highways located in counties and cities across the country, specific conditions of weather, terrain, traffic characteristics, highway conditions, population and economic development are all different. Driving environments, traffic accidents and injury risks have strong interactions which have not been fully explored. To effectively mitigate traffic accidents and injury severity on these highways, both national risk prediction and law enforcement efforts are important.

the RESEARCH

This study conducts an investigation on interactions between those traffic accidents, various driving environments and also mitigation efforts such as law enforcement. A comprehensive historical data analysis of traffic accidents in Colorado was conducted. Some insights about the interactions between traffic safety, road conditions and other critical variables are made. By developing advanced traffic accident frequency and injury severity prediction models, the different traffic accident trends for two major interstate highways were developed. Researchers also used the models to develop big picture overview of accident trends on highways in the entire state.
the FINDINGS

1. A series of advanced traffic accident frequency and injury severity prediction models are developed
2. The different trends of two major interstate highways in Colorado are studied and compared
3. Some findings about the big picture of traffic safety on the highways in the whole state are discussed

the IMPACT

1. More advanced models are provided for traffic safety prediction
2. Some insights about the safety performance of highways in Colorado are made
3. Some observations are helpful to improving the safety prediction, management and law enforcement of highways around the country

For more information on this project, download the entire report at http://www.ugpti.org/resources/reports/details.php?id=856